A simple basic model for describing proton-nucleus (p + A) and nucleus-nucleus (A + A) collisions has been the intra-nuclear cascade model, where the interactions are simulated by a sequence of binary nucleon-nucleon (NN) collisions. This model helped to establish many scientific concepts and also creates the foundation for more modern simulation codes, especially at low and intermediate energies. In this paper, we present a new Monte Carlo model for p + A and A + A collisions at high CERN Large Hadron collider energies. The model implements HIJING code with a collective cascade recipe, that induces lightening-like effect in a large nucleus. A single collision (lightening) event is shown to be a complex process: A primary interacting nucleon passes its energy to the surrounding nucleons in a large nucleus. This new simulation code is shown to be good to reproduce the Large Hadron collider (LHC) data, especially the charged particle pseudorapidity density in p + Pb and Pb + Pb collisions at LHC energies.
Introduction
Microscopic transport codes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are a very powerful tool to simulate proton-nucleus (p + A) and nucleus-nucleus (A + A) collisions at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energies. All of these codes are based on intra-nuclear cascade models, where p + A(A + A)-interactions are treated as a set of binary nucleon-nucleon (NN) collisions. At NN-center of mass energies ( √ s NN ) greater than 100 GeV, multiple mini-jet production combined with soft interactions are the main mechanisms that provide an adequate description of p + p(p) RHIC and LHC data. However, for p + A and A + A collisions, where nuclear effects play an important role, none of these codes was able to describe all LHC data simultaneously, especially the pseudorapidity density and transverse momentum distributions of charged particles in p + Pb and Pb + Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 and 2.76 TeV, respectively. In this paper we present a new Monte Carlo model for p + A and A + A collisions at high CERN LHC energies. The model supplements HIJING code [2] with updated parton distribution functions [7] and a collective cascade recipe [8, 9] , that induces lightening-like effect in a nucleus. In Sec.2 the basic principles of the code is discussed. In Secs.3 and 4, the effect is demonstrated by comparing the model predictions with the recent measured ALICE data of p + Pb and Pb + Pb collisions [10] [11] [12] [13] . Finally, we conclude this work in Sec.5.
The model
In this section, HIJING 1.0 code [2] with an updated parton distribution functions [7] (in short, improved HIJING (ImHIJING)) is supplemented with a collective cascade recipe. Aiming to establish a simple standard model, we have chosen the standard type of HIJING model [2] . HIJING model [2, 3] describes A + A interactions as a set of binary NN-collisions. At a given impact parameter ( b) and given center of mass energy ( √ s), NN scatterings are handled by the eikonal formalism. Particles produced from two colliding nucleons at high energies ( √ s NN > 4 GeV) are described by a hard and a soft components. The hard component involves processes in which mini-jets are produced with transverse momentum p T larger than a transverse momentum cut off p 0 . The inclusive cross section σ jet of the mini-jets is described by perturbative QCD, which depends on the parton-parton cross section σ ab , parton distribution function f a(b) (x a(b) , Q 2 ) and p 0 , where x a(b) is the light cone fraction momentum of parton a(b). The kinematics of the jets and the associated initial and final state radiation are simulated by PYTHIA model [14] . On the other hand, the soft component (p T < p 0 ), characterized by a soft cross section σ so f t , treats non-perturbative processes and is modelled by the formation and fragmentation of strings, along the lines of FRITIOF [15] and DPM [1, 16] models.
ImHIJING is an improved version of HIJING1.383 in which the old Duke-Owen (DO1984) [17] parameterizations of parton distribution functions (PDFs) are replaced by a more modern sets of Martin-Stirling-Throne-Watt (MSTW2009) PDFs [7] . Compared to DO 1984 (and GluckReya Vogt (GRV1995) parameterizations of HIJING2.0 [18] ), the MSTW2009 include global fits to a larger number of data sets, which includes both old and new types of data. The old data are improved in their precision and kinematic range. The new data include the most precise data of inclusive jet production from both HERA and Run II at the Tevatron from CDF [19] and DØ [20, 21] , that goes to larger jet p T values. These data are important as it constrains the gluon (and quark) distributions in the domain 0.01 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 [7] .
Using the MSTW2009 tabulated form of PDFs and following the same procedure as in HI-JING 2.0 [3] , the two free parameters of the model p 0 and σ so f t are taken as energy dependent and chosen to fit p + p(p) total cross sections and the pseudorapidity density of charged particles (dN ch /dη) at mid-pseudorapidity. With tuned p 0 ( √ s) and σ so f t ( √ s), ImHIJING is found to give the best description of dN ch /dη , the multiplicity distributions of charged particles and transverse momentum spectra in non-single diffractive p + p collisions at LHC energies, within the pseudorapidity interval |η| < 2.4 [22] .
For high energy heavy-ion collisions, HIJING implements nuclear effects via nuclear modification of the parton distributions functions (so called parton shadowing) [2, 3] . It is assumed that the parton distributions in a nucleus (with mass number A), f a/A (x a , Q 2 ) are factorizable into parton distributions in a nucleon f a/N (x a , Q 2 ) and the parton, a, shadowing factor R a/A (x a ) [2, 3] ,
In default HIJING1.383, the shadowing effect for quarks (q) and gluons (g) is taken the same, and the impact-parameter dependent but Q 2 -independent parameterizations is given by [2]
where
is the transverse distance of the interacting nucleon pair (i and j) from its nucleus center, b x(y) and x i( j) , y i( j) are the components of the impact parameter vector and the coordinates of the pair. The quark/gluon shadowing parameter s q(g) is constrained by the experimental data on the centrality dependence of the pseudorapidity density per participant pair.
The lightening-like effect in p + A and A + A-collisions is treated in ImHIJING by utilizing a collective cascade recipe [8, 9] as follows.
1. The primary interacting nucleons of the projectile (A) and target (B) nuclei are determined by means of the eikonal formalism as implemented in HIJING.
2. Target and projectile spectator nucleons (those nucleons which have not been involved in the interaction) are then followed. If the i th spectator nucleon is at an impact distance r i j from the j th primary interacting nucleon, then it is considered to be participant of the collision with the probability ϕ = C exp(−r 2 i j /r 2 c ), where r c = 1.2 fm is the mean interaction radius and C is a free parameter of the model, that determines the strength of secondary interactions. Such a nucleon can involve another spectator nucleon and so on. Note that in the case of C = 0, ϕ reduces to the eikonal case, no secondary interactions.
3. If the number of newly involved nucleons are not zero, then step (2) is repeated. This allows one to include 3,4,5... nucleons in the interaction, which mimics lightening-like interactions in nuclear collisions (see Fig.1 ).
4. The i th ( j th ) wounded nucleon (the one which experiences a primary and/or a secondary interaction(s)) of the projectile (target) is ascribed a momentum {x
, p Ti (q T j )} distributed according to the law: 
where 
In the above equations, the initial total energy and momentum of nucleus A are defined by In what follows, we denote the improvements established using the collective cascade recipe in ImHIJING as ImHIJING/Cas. In order to simulate lightening-like effect, the recipe is calculated with full cascading, C = 1. In all calculations, the default HIJING1.383 parameters are selected and no adjustments are attempted.
ALICE Proton-Lead results
In this section we analyse the ALICE measurements [10, 11] of pseudorapidity density and transverse momentum spectra of charged particles in p + Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV. Because the charged particles spectra in p + Pb collisions are measured in minimum bias (MB), we generate 2 × 10 6 events for a range of impact parameters from 0 to 2R A , i.e., 20000 events are generated in equally spaced 100 impact parameter interval. As was done for experimental data, the analysis of HIJING1.0 and ImHIJING (with and without lightening-like effect) generated events exclude single diffractive (SD) collisions.
In Fig.2 , we compare both the ImHIJING(/CAS) and HIJING1.0 results with the global observables of charged particle density in the laboratory system (dN ch /dη lab ) for NSD p + Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV. The cut off parameter is fixed at p 0 = 5.4 GeV/c. The HIJING1.0 calculations are with a constant cut off parameter p 0 = 2 GeV/c and parton shadowing parameter of s q(g) = 0.1. As was done for the ALICE experiment [10] , both ImHIJING(/Cas) and HIJING 1.0 calculations assume that the proton is moving in the negative z-direction at 4 TeV energy, while Pb ion is moving in the positive z-direction at 82 × 4 TeV energy.
It is interesting to note that the lightening-like effect increases when going from proton (η lab ≈ −1.40) to Pb (η lab ≈ 3.4) peak regions. The ImHIJING/CAS results (thick line) lead to a better agreement with the data and can predict the forward-backward asymmetry shape of dN ch /dη lab . 2 also shows that the default HIJING1.0 describes the trend seen in the data, although it seems that, with the soft shadowing parameter s q(g) = 0.1, the model underpredicts the data.
In Fig. 3 we examine the p T -spectra of charged particles in the central (|η cm | < 0.3) and backward (−0.8 < η cm < −0.3 and −1.3 < η cm < −0.8) pseudorapidity ranges. It is pointed out in Ref. [11] that, at p T ≥ 2 GeV/c, the measured p T -spectrum of charged particles in p + Pb collisions is similar to those in an interpolated p + p reference spectra at |η cm | < 0.3, obtained by scaling data measured at √ s NN = 2.76 and 7 TeV. As one can see, the ImHIJING calculations nicely predicts the p T -spectra at p T < 6 GeV/c. However, starting from p T ∼ = 6 GeV, the ImHIJING(/Cas) overestimates the measured p + Pb spectra. This may imply that the strong suppression observed in p + Pb collisions at p T > 6 GeV/c is not due to initial state effects but rather to final state interactions, which is not implemented for the current HIJING version.
In the region of low p T spectra (p T < 6 GeV/c) one thus can quantify lightening-like effects in p + Pb collisions at the specified pseudorapidity intervals. However, Fig.3 demonstrates that there is almost no difference between the ImHIJING and ImHIJING/CAS results for the whole p T -spectra in all pseudorapidity ranges.
On the other hand, calculations with default HIJING 1.0 are a good fit for both low (p T < 1 GeV/c) and high (p T > 6 GeV/c) p T -charged particles in p+Pb collisions (see Fig.3 ). But we recall that the HIJING 1.0 calculated dN ch /dη lab yield already underestimates the measured distribution. This indicates that the HIJING 1.0 calculations are not consistent with the LHC data of charged particles in p + Pb collisions. It should also be noted that calculations with DPMJET code [24] , which describes well the measured dN ch /dη lab [10] , overestimate the spectra by up to 22% for p T < 0.7 GeV/c and underestimate them by up to 50% for p T > 0.7 GeV/c [11] .
ALICE Lead-Lead results
In this section, we display the predictions of the ImHIJING code (with and without lighteninglike effect) along with the recent measurements of ALICE on the pseudorapidity density (dN ch /dη) and transverse momentum (p T ) distributions of charged particles as a function of collision centrality in Pb + Pb [12, 13] collisions at √ s NN = 2.76 TeV. Because the LHC are measured in minimum bias (MB), we generate 7 × 10 5 events for a range of impact parameters from 0 to 2 R A , i.e., 7000 events are generated in equally spaced 100 impact parameter interval The ImHIJING(/Cas) calculations are performed with a constant cut off parameter p 0 = 4.5 GeV/c and an impact parameter dependence of parton shadowing. We use for the different centrality classes, the range of impact parameter provided by ALICE and not the one extracted from HIJING [25] .
As shown in Fig.4 , a reasonable description of the measured dependence of the charged particle pseudorapidity density on collision centrality is achieved with a form of s q(g) that depends on impact parameter with s q(g) = 0.1 and c = πb 2 /σ in is the centrality. It should also be noted that the estimated value of s q(g) in ImHIJING(/Cas) is smaller than HIJING 2.0 (A MultiPhase Transport AMPT [26] ) estimate of s q(g) = 0.2 − 0.23(s q(g) = 0.16 − 0.17) [3, 27] which indicates the importance of using the most precise MSTW2009 tabulated form of PDFs, that constrain the gluon (and quark) distributions in the domain 0.01 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, and lightening-like effect.
In Fig.4 , we compare both the ImHIJING and ImHIJING/Cas results with the LHC data of dN ch /dη per centrality class (from 0-5% to 20-30%) for the reaction under study. The two calculations differ only in the lightening-like effect, the impact parameter dependence of quark/gluon shadowing is identical in both cases. As one can see, the lightening-like effect starts to increase from the projectile/target pseudorapidity region (at |η| ≈ 8) reaching a peak at |η| ≈ 1.5 and then followed by a small fall-off to the center (η = 0). It is interesting to note that the largest effect develops as one moves toward more peripheral collisions (|η| > 8), see Fig.5 , where two peaks are built up and are enhanced with decreasing centrality. This indicates that the lightening-like effect induces nuclear modification of nucleons that are involved in the primary interactions. More specifically, nucleons taking part in the primary interactions suffer energy loss due to cascading with other non-interacting ones, that in turn influences the description of dN ch /dη as a function of collision centrality.
ImHIJING yields a similar shape to the measured results, but overestimates the level at mid- It should be pointed out that, the UrQMD [5] , a Color Glass Condensate-type [28] and AMPT [26] (which uses HIJING2.0 as initial conditions) models, fail to reproduce the overall level and shape of ALICE data [12] . This may imply that the inclusion of lightening-like effect in ImHIJING is more consistent with LHC data.
Finally, in Fig.6 , we compare ImHIJING and ImHIJING/Cas results with the measured transverse momentum (p T ) distributions of primary charged particles at mid-pseudorapidity (|η| < 0.8) and at different centrality intervals for the reaction under study. As in p + Pb case, there is almost no significance difference between the ImHIJING and ImHIJING/Cas results (not shown here). Both calculations can describe the exponential behavior in the p T range below 6 GeV/c for all centrality intervals. However, the power law behavior at p T > 6 GeV/c is slightly overestimated as the centrality decreases. Notice that the p T -dependence for peripheral (70-80%) Pb + Pb collisions is similar to the ALICE p + p scaled reference, obtained by scaling data measured at √ s NN = 0.9 and 7 TeV. This again implies that final state parton re-scatterings (or jet quenching) should be included in ImHIJING(/Cas) for a better description of charged particles suppression at p T > 6 GeV/c.
It should be noted that the p T -spectra generated by HIJING2.0 are different from the measured ones at low and high p T , with the code overestimate the data by 20% at p T < 0.5 GeV/c, and underestimate the charged yield by a factor of about two at p T = 1.5 GeV/c [29] . On the other hand, the AMPT model reasonably describes the charged particles p T -spectra for p T < 1 GeV/c but gives smaller values for larger p T [30] . This indicates that the recent versions of HIJING show more significant quenching of the final state hard-scattered partons than seen by LHC data.
Conclusions
Within the HIJING code that is updated with most recent parton distribution functions (ImHI-JING) and a collective cascade recipe, we study the properties of lightening-like effect in p + Pb and Pb + Pb collisions at LHC energies. We find that the measured pseudorapidity density of charged particles as a function of collision centrality can be described by the ImHIJING if the lightening-like effect is taken into account. The effect is shown to reduce the dN ch /dη lab yield at the pseudorapidity region of the target in p + Pb collisions. As for Pb + Pb collisions, in addition to the reduced dN ch /dη yield at mid-pseudorapidity, the lightening-like effect builds up two peaks in the pseudorapidity region of the projectile/target (|η| > 8) as the centrality decreases. The trend and magnitude of the transverse momentum distributions are also in excellent agreement with the measurements at p T ≤ 6 GeV/c for the reactions under study. However, for p T > 6 GeV, the measured p T -distributions are distinctively (slightly) overpredicted for p + Pb (peripheral Pb + Pb) collisions.
